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If this book were a movie it would be a
Hollywood blockbuster. It has fantastic
production values, glossy pages, wide

margins, some truly beautiful images, and a
narrative approach to factual interpretation.
It even features cameo appearances from
leading contemporary theoreticians; their
comments, comprising often-tinted pages,
parachuted into the text at opportune
moments.

Carter, a journalist, has amassed an
impressive array of scientific detail, mainly
describing the neuroanatomical basis of
conscious awareness. She has also assayed

philosophical approaches to consciousness;
from the eliminativists who do not believe in
it to the panpsychists who see it everywhere.
I imagine the former read very few novels
and always refuse analgesia while the latter
are kind to rocks and never slam doors.
Somewhere, towards the middle of this
spectrum, there is debate as to how
consciousness might arise from neural pro-
cesses: the so called “hard problem.” Carter
admits that she has not solved the latter, but
then nor has anyone else. One view,
espoused by “mysterians,” is that conscious-
ness is simply (mysteriously) “what it is like
to be” a biologically alive, sentient being. It is
irreducible—that is, although subjective phe-
nomena and neural events may coincide, we
cannot express in words how one “becomes”
or “is” the other. I have a lot of time for the
mysterians.

Of course, there are many books on
consciousness and the weary reader may
have encountered most of Carter’s thought
experiments before: there are zombies who
behave like humans, Martians that experi-
ment on mortals, and the colour blind
neuroscientist who is an expert on colour.
The guest opinions vary and mostly rely

upon metaphor. Errors accrue when
authors stray beyond their expertise: one
confuses the chronology of events in a
famous (real) experiment by Benjamin Libet
(p 47); Carter confuses electrons with
protons (p 119) and wires the right hand to
the right hemisphere in one key figure
(p 29).

While the text is entertaining through-
out, problems arise in chapter 8, which is
apparently the “psychiatry chapter.” Ignor-
ing a wealth of empirical data, Carter
proposes her own explanation of schizo-
phrenia. She dispatches the syndrome in
three pages (pp 256-8), referring to “schizo-
phrenics” six times, then moving on to
“autistics” (four times). There is an un-
attributed photograph of a person in a
wheelchair with a towel over his or her
head (p 257). This attitude to severe
neuropsychiatric disorders detracts some-
what from the book. It perpetuates a
stereotype of patients as “other.” It is
particularly unfortunate in a glossy text
aimed at the general reader.

Sean A Spence clinical senior lecturer in
psychiatry, University of Sheffield
S.A.Spence@sheffield.ac.uk

The Shipman killings have made this
tale of a doctor with murderous
intent and the tremendous power

that doctors have over life especially topical.
One question hangs pelmet like over this
novel: “Are there not occasions and hones-
ties when it is just to submit to the holiness

of the god, Dionysus, and to act with evil
intent out of pure altruism?”

The novel, which explores the themes of
unrequited love, loneliness, unfulfilled
potential, and the central tenets of the
Hippocratic Oath, is based on an early 20th
century Swedish classic, Dr Glas. Dr Glas is
the disturbing tale of a doctor who murders
the ageing cleric husband of the young
woman he loves. In The Strange Case of Dr
Simmonds and Dr Glas, the lonely bachelor
Dr Simmonds is given the book Dr Glas, trig-
gering a sequence of events in which Dr
Simmonds’s life begins eerily to mimic that
of the earlier work. As the novel builds to a
dramatic climax, Dr Simmonds becomes
increasingly tempted to do away with the
vulgar and unaffectionate elderly husband
of Yvonne, the young woman with whom he
has fallen in love. Both Yvonne and her hus-
band are patients of Dr Simmonds.

The bulk of the novel is made up of Dr
Simmonds’s diary entries, charting his moral
descent. The diary is exposed when the eld-
erly Yvonne, who has possessed it for years,
gives it to a friend in publishing, believing
the time is right for the deeds of Dr
Simmonds to be revealed.

The novel, which is on the longlist for
this year’s Booker prize, is well written and is
a powerful evocation of postwar London.
However, I think its appeal might be limited
to more mature doctors.

The poet and critic T S Eliot once wrote,
“The man who suffers is not the same as the
mind which creates.” Perhaps Dannie Abse is
not aware of this dictum. Certainly one can’t
help feeling his presence in the novel and it
is rather disconcerting. I couldn’t help think-
ing when the murderous Dr Simmonds
lamented the formation of the NHS and
referred to BMJ articles from the 1950s that
there was a little too much authorial nostal-
gia. The blurring of the distinction between
the musings of the author and those of the
characters, and Abse’s penchant for a little
philosophical whimsy or pearl of wisdom at
the end of most of the daily entries in Dr
Simmonds’s diary are the main flaws of this
novel.

But is the murderous intent of Dr
Simmonds carried out, just like that of his
predecessor, Dr Glas? You’ll have to read the
book to find out.

Claire McKenna third year medical student,
Queen’s University, Belfast, and former BMJ Clegg
scholar

Consciousness
Rita Carter

Weidenfeld & Nicolson, £20,
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Rating: ★★
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Help, I’m a Doctor

BBC 1, 28 August at 7.55 pm
Rating: ★★★

“Help! I’m a Doctor” follows the
progress of medical students on a
new, revolutionary course at St

George’s Hospital Medical School, London.
The methods used by the course, from
selection to teaching to exams, are contro-
versial, and the programme helps explain
this new ethos. In a “Doctors To Be” style we
follow some fascinating characters through
their first year. It’s a watchable programme
that deals with many controversies of the
course, spiced with the experiences of some
lovable and some irritating students.

The course lasts four years, in contrast to
the traditional five in Britain, and selection
methods are unique as A levels are totally
ignored. The only requirement is that appli-
cants have a degree in any subject they wish.
In light of the current shortages of doctors,
we are told that “St George’s believe that
they can turn anyone, even people with no
science background, into doctors we can
trust with our lives.”

The medical school put a single adver-
tisement in a national newspaper, inviting
people to apply. Astonishingly, 300 hopefuls
then sat a five hour exam designed to find
out if they were clever and also sensitive. An
exam in “sensitivity” seems a little far
fetched, but it tested reasoning skills and
even the understanding of poetry.

The school took the 70 applicants who
scored highest in the exam and interviewed
them for 35 places, asking tough questions
to put the candidates under pressure. One

girl couldn’t take it and was filmed in tears;
alas, she didn’t get in. One interviewee was a
former war correspondent; course leader Dr
Peter McCrorie commented, “He must have
learnt so much about life, death and
people”—but he didn’t get a place either.

Dr McCrorie says the school is “taking the
unconventionals.” Jeanette Okobi was thrown
out of medical school 10 years ago, has since
got a biochemistry degree, and says, “I don’t
want to die without being a doctor.” Tom
Pezier went to Oxford and has a degree in
French and philosophy, and coaches the St
George’s women’s rowing team. Jane Durkin
left a seven year career in the city to join the
course. Their different personalities and reac-
tions make interesting watching.

Being mainly non-science graduates,
some students struggle with the science. Jane
comments that it’s like “trying to learn
rocket science in Arabic.” The course is run
in the newly fashionable “problem based
learning” style. McCrorie defends the turn
away from traditional methods by emphasis-
ing the idea that the students will remember
facts by associating them with real people
and real problems.

The film shows some St George’s
students on the traditional course, which
runs parallel to the new one, who are heavily
dismissive of the new intake. They clearly
don’t like the threat, and one comments:
“We’ve got perfectly good students as it is
and we don’t need to reduce the entry
requirements any more.” Another flippantly
remarks, “They know Austen and Dickens
like the back of their hand.”

Tom, the Oxford graduate, shuns weekly
communication skills teaching because he
has decided that there’s no point learning
communication skills because he doesn’t
know any medicine to communicate. Per-
haps his clinical skills need refining too, as
his attempts to take a blood pressure
reading involve him asking the patient to
pull against his arm, while his amused
teacher watches from behind.

The end of first year exam is an objective
structured clinical examination (OSCE) in
which students are expected to test cranial
nerves, pick up heart murmurs, and take
sexual histories. A tall order for the first year,
but all the students pass. The unlikely star
turns out to be Liesl Marris, a former nurse
with a degree in French and German. She
copes well with meeting patients, and despite
starting the year with the lowest entrance
exam marks of the group, she tops the year.

Harry Hill, a former doctor himself, nar-
rates this honest account of a group of
students through their first year of a remark-
able journey. As a medical student, I found
the programme made very interesting view-
ing. It’s a balanced programme, not just an
advertisement for St George’s, that looks at
the course ethos and addresses its criticisms.
It will be fascinating to see if this
“experiment” is successful over the coming
years.

Anna Ellis editor studentBMJ
aellis@bmj.com

Jeanette Okobi: “I don’t want to die without
being a doctor”

NETLINES
d Huge volumes have been written about
tobacco control. Facts and figures and
country profiles are sometimes an
interesting and helpful read and so the site
of the Tobacco Free Initiative (http://
www5.who.int/tobacco/page.cfm?sid=57),
where each country has its own factsheet,
might be worth a visit. But this is not just
dry data and statistics. It is an enormous
and fascinating collection of information
about the global impact of tobacco,
presented in an intelligent and readable
format.

d For a densely packed links page
featuring online radiology resources,
point your browser at
RadiologyEducation.com
(www.radiologyeducation.com/). This is a
first class collection. All the links are
sorted into various categories and a short
description of the target site forms the
actual hypertext link, so visitors can
rapidly find anything of interest. There is
plenty here for radiologists and
non-radiologists alike.

d Scotland has one of the lowest
breastfeeding rates in Europe. A well
designed and eye catching page at
www.show.scot.nhs.uk/breastfeed/
provides information about various
national and local initiatives that are
seeking to improve both the incidence
and duration of breastfeeding in Scotland.
Breastfeeding in Scotland contains a
range of information and subjects are easy
to find. All the major sections are well
signposted, and statistics and information
about good practice are only a click away.

d The Obstetric Anaesthetists’
Association has assembled a small but
interesting website at www.oaa-anaes.ac.uk.
The association, which has an
international membership in excess of
1900, provides a focus for all anaesthetists
who want to improve the care and safety
of women in childbirth. As well as
information about the association’s
history, publications, and various links,
there is also a section inviting mothers
who want information about pain relief in
labour to get in touch. This is a good
template on how to produce a neat and
effective organisation related website.

d The internet is a great medium
through which to publish cheaply and
relatively effortlessly data and information
that might otherwise have been available
only to a restricted audience. Heart Stroke
and Vascular Diseases: Australian Facts 2001
(www.aihw.gov.au/publications/cvd/
hsvd01/index.html) is a good example of
this. The publication will certainly be of
interest to many readers other than
Australian based specialists. It can be
downloaded as a PDF, although be
warned—it is a big file. However,
subsections can be accessed individually,
which makes it quicker to download.

Harry Brown general practitioner, Leeds
DrHarry@dial.pipex.com
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PERSONAL VIEW

Flying the flag

Our hospital has, since its founda-
tion, had as its symbol the turkey
oak (probably the oldest in the

country) that was in its grounds. The oak
tree was incorporated into the hospital’s flag
when the new building was commissioned in
1974 and our green flag with gold tree has
flown ever since.

But suddenly someone decided that the
NHS must have a corporate “logo.” All of the
old letterheadings were to be swept away, to
be replaced by a nationwide, blue and white
“NHS.” Reams of paper defined the new
logo—its colours (Pantone 300 blue on
white, or white on blue), its position, and the
blank space around it. No variation would be
allowed (though for laser printers a black
and white version was also defined). All signs
had to carry the new logo. The result is that
all NHS letters now look the same, so it is
difficult to tell at a glance where any letter
has come from. I wondered how dyslexic or
illiterate patients might decide which hospi-
tal they had now to visit, regretted the pass-
ing of the oak tree from our letterheads, and
bewailed the loss of individual identity
which would, in my view, hinder our
hospital’s efforts to develop and maintain
corporate pride. But there was nothing I
could do. Orders were orders.

Our hospital was redecorated. A sober
two-tone scheme replaced the bright corri-
dors, with a below-dado blue that darkened
the air (and was manifestly not Pantone 300.
I await a visit from the NHS Colour Audit
Division). And then our flag came down, to
be replaced by a dirty blue and white
dishcloth that said “NHS.”

Now come on. An NHS flag? We will
have a Department for Education flag
outside every school next (or maybe a
Department for Environment, Food, and
Rural Affairs flag for every slaughterhouse).
I raised the issue with the chief executive to
be told that it was now “policy” to fly an NHS
flag and that our old, revered, loved,
cherished flag would be consigned to the
archives. I pointed out that the guidance
actually allowed the use of traditional,
longstanding symbols, but it seems that
there is an executive “down” on flags at
Queen Mary’s.

The Department of Health website says,
“The policy covers all logos, publications,
signage, recruitment advertising, stationery,
uniforms, and websites produced by the
NHS. For corporate information (signs,
logos, stationery, recruitment advertising,
uniforms) there is one set style” (www.doh.
gov.uk/nhsidentity). An exhaustive and
comprehensive list, but no flags.

Of course, if the National Signage
(Flags), or NSF, is hidden in a distant
sub-page of NHS G01 that I have over-
looked, then I am sorry. But if so, the
designer should be court martialled. A flag

must have presence. The NHS flag does not.
It resembles the anaemic and pathetic
banners you see fluttering in rows outside
petrol filling stations, superstores, and
McDonald’s. It looks thin and cheap. But
then, perhaps that is appropriate . . .

Since the demise of the Soviet Union
and the break up of the Red Army the NHS
is the largest employer in Europe, and it has
clearly taken on some of the unsavoury and
unnecessary attributes of a communist state.
Its national flag is but one. When as a
schoolboy researching Chinese art I wrote
to the Chinese embassy for background
information, I was sent a pile of propaganda
magazines full of smiling proletarian faces,
apparatchiks, new buildings, five year plans
and the like. Into my in-tray now drops,
monthly, an NHS magazine of identical for-
mat (on better paper). Reform is all the rage
(like the Great Leap Forward, and look what
happened to that). There is a National Plan.
We are all happy happy happy (and
surveyed regularly and at great length and
expense to prove it), we toe the party line,
and we worship the flag, all glorious above.

I am going to write to Secretary Milburn
and Chairman Blair to suggest that the
name “NHS” has become synonymous with
failure and, like the Post Office, we should be
renamed. PanHygea sounds good (the spell-
ing is deliberate; no one who writes these
illiterate government documents will get the
order of i and e right). But what I want, what
I really really want, is my own, Pantone 363,
hospital flag back.

In another 50 years, of course, history will
repeat itself and, like the Soviet Union, the
NHS will break up into individual, manage-
able, corporate, proud, diverse, units. Perhaps
we might even call some of them hospitals.
Let a hundred flowers bloom, and a thousand
flags fly. But now, rather than later.

PS: The medical staff committee flexed its
few remaining muscles, joined the argument,
and lo! the flag flies again . . . but for how long?

Andrew Bamji consultant rheumatologist,
Queen Mary’s Hospital, Sidcup, Kent

Chief nurse Rosemary Robinson and Andrew
Bamji fly the flag

SOUNDINGS

The big difference
I recently spent five days in a private
hospital, where I had a routine
operation. A few days later, for reasons
with which I won’t bore you, I was
admitted to an NHS hospital, where
I had another operation. This was
hardly a randomised controlled trial, but
it did make for some interesting
comparisons.

In terms of creature comforts, the
private hospital won hands down. My
room had a plush carpet, an en suite
bathroom, and a wide screen television
with 24 channels (four of them in Arabic).
I chose my meals from a leather bound
menu (and, had I wanted to, I could have
washed them down with champagne and
smoked a cigar afterwards).

But otherwise, the differences were
hard to spot. The beds were of identical
make and model, with the same crisp
white sheets (incidentally, mine were
changed more often in the NHS). The
nurses were all angels. The doctors were
equally efficient, committed, and highly
skilled. The operating theatres were
equally spotless and well equipped; the
anaesthetic rooms equally scary. I threw
up approximately the same amount in
each recovery room.

So apart from the frills, what was the
big difference? I think it was this. In the
private sector, no one entered my room
without requesting my permission, and
they did so in such a way (“Is it OK to
empty your bin?”; “Is it convenient to
take your blood pressure now?”) that I
really believed I could turn them down.

In the NHS, where I was also in a
room of my own, the door swung open
six times an hour and staff breezed
cheerily in and out as they collected
equipment, checked my chart, or hunted
down the senior house officer. The only
person to knock on my door and wait for
a reply before entering was my husband.

Nothing dreadful resulted (I was only
caught unawares on a bedpan once), and
if I had not just come from a hospital
with a different culture I’m sure I
wouldn’t have noticed. But here’s the
lesson I learnt. Being a
patient—especially a bed-bound
one—does nothing for your self esteem.
When people value your privacy, they
make you feel valued as a person.

I didn’t miss the telly, and I can
handle drinking tea out of a cardboard
cup. But a little respect for
privacy—which, ironically, costs
nothing—could put the NHS on a level
footing with Harley Street.

Trisha Greenhalgh professor of primary health
care, University College, London
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